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Despite the recession, business must
be boomil'll! on the model rails as I
have had a flurry of requests about
double-headilll! locomotives as of late.
Seems that many members are concerned
about the possible harms in running
mismatched {in terms of speed) locos
in double and triple-headed combinations.
I am finding that some locos are
liFht ebout;h-~particularly in N
scale--that they draw a peak current
just at the point of maximum traction
in relation to the load being pulled
and then experience a current drop
as the wheels slip. Plus those locos
equipped with traction tires tend
to have current surges which ARE
harmful and heat producing in the
motor as the rubber tires tend to
''hop and skip" thus each time the
tire grabs the rail, it really pulls
the motor down.
-2-

lf you have an ammeter on your layout, put two or three locos on your
track, not coupled to each other or
other cars, and watch your meter.
.H.ecord your readings for future
'-'
reference and then couple two of the
units together. Note if their is an
increase in the current draw. lf so,
then the motors are using more current due to a mismatch in the speeds
of the two locomotives. Next try out
other combinations.
Generally speaking, the locomotives
are saf~ to operate only if the increase in current does not exceed the
maximum all?wable current for any
one locomotive when the current increase is added to the normal current
draw {with no double-heading) of
that locomotive. For example, one
loco draws say half an amp without
a load.and one amp at maximum load.
Another draws half an amp at no load
and three quarters of an amp at maximum load. When coupled together, a
speed mismatch causes the current
to increase from one amp {remember
that both units are on the track nowJ
to one and a quarter amps. Thus we
now have a quarter amp increase due
to speed mismatch alone. Adding this
quarter amp to the normal current
draw of the locos gives us a running
amperage of three quarters of an amp
which is the maximum load of one of
the locomotives. Adding cars to this
double-headed combination will cause
a further increase in current and we
then might be exceeding the possible
safe limits c f the one locomotive.
A further current increase of an ..
1/8th of an amp might be tolerated
by this loco combination, but it is
not always best to assume this if
you do not know the maximum safe
current draw as opposed to the maximum current draw at wheel slippage.
Now for a few helpful doubleheading rules. Never double-head a
loco with traction tires along with
one that doesn't have them. Traction
tires always win out and the extra
strain on the bearings and gears of
the other unit will increase wear.
Some locos go faster in one direction
than another, bear this in mind when
you are double-heading. !viotors that
heat up 9uickly and run hot shouldn\._ ,
be run with those that don't. •rite~
if you have further questions.
1
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G R E AT

TR UT H S ,

Part 1

One doesn't have to be in this hobby
very long before the realization sets
in that there are certain guidelines
that must be followed if you are going
to build and operate a model railroad successfully. These principles
which have been handed down from generation to generation have been found
to be sound after much experimentation.
I like to call them the great "truths"
of model railroading. Since they are
normally found scattered throughout
the multitude of self-help books that
are available to modelers, I thought
it would be nice to collect them in
one place for easy reference. Thus 1
am ~raciously offering my column
space as their depository.
Since there are many more great
"truths" than can possibily fit into
a single column, I have labeled this
part one. If response is good and you
prove to be a worthy audience, I may
print more at a later date. Until
then, I pray you heed the advice
~iven below, your modeling will be
all the better for it.
I. This one makes the top of almost
everyone's list so I include it here
first due to sheer popularity. Simply
stated it reads a "Don't use brass
track!" Now everyone repeat this one
hundred times to make sure that you
have it correct. Remember if some
unscrupulous hobby dealer tries to
sell (or even give away) brass track,
please run--do not walk, pass Go or
/"'\collect $200--to the nearest exit.
Why is brass so bad, you ask. Well,
.October
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trass has this nasty habit of oxidizil'l(' when left in any kind of
normal environment such as vlain,
ordinary, everyday, unheathful air.
Oxidation, in turn, pr events t,ood
electrical contact which is something you are goillt'., to need if you
plan on operating electric trains.
Case closed.
11. ~ower packs included with most
train sets will not give good slow
speed operation. lt is a proven
fact that the minimum speed
most of these packs can give is
about 120 scale miles per hour . 'fhis
is obviously a throw back to the
days when speed was something to be
marvelled at (pre Wright brothers
days 1 think). Unfortunately, model
trains moving at these speeds tend
to make even veteran airplane pilots
dizzy. Since we take great pains
to create a realistic setting for
our tr~ins to run through, we really
should operate them at speeds far
below the sound barrier. So buy a
better pack for better performance.
Save the old pack though, it can
be used for auxiliary wiring, such
as powering switch machines or
lighting buildings.
!II. Don't use sectional track for
a permanent layout. You may just
adore the clickety-clack of the
trains on the rails and think that
sectional track is just what you
need to reproduce it, but don't
kid yourself. Why do you think all
the real railroads are putting in
welded rail? That's right, decreased
maintenance costs. Now aside with ·
the obvious electrical continuity
problems posed by sectional track--·
the more connections, the greater
likelyhood of a short--there will be
mechanical problems as well. So do
yourself a favor, use flex-track.
It is easy to work with, will form
any curve you desire and helps
operation heaps.
Would truly like to go on with
this listing, but l find that 1 am
almost to the end of my allotted
space. Whether or not l continue
depends on you. The majority will
rule in this case so send in those
cards and letters. 'fhe address is,
as always, on pa~e two of this issue

By; Jim Kobrinetz

Route of the

NORTHWOODS
Havin,r lived near the Chicar,o &
Northwestern Hwy. for many years
and beil1f! e·reatly influenced thereby,
it was inevitable that I would rush
out--without delay--to purchase Jim
Scribbins' new book, The 400 Story.
It was also inevitable, as with any
new book, that I would be inspired
to desi~n a trackplan based upon it.
So, I present to you: "The rloute of
the Northwoods '400' . " This trackplan,
rather than being based on a specific
route of one of the "400" fleet, is
based upon particularily scenic bits
of several routes. The towns are all
real, save one. Marking out the towns
will give an idea of the projected
route (basically a combination of
the oriyinal Twin Cities 400 and
Dakota 400). The only fictional town
is that of Yashor~. whose name is
based upon the heavy accents of many
of the Swedish descended people livi.ng
in northern Wisconsin, to wit a "Yah,
shore, yew betchYA, hey."
The typical mainline routing is as
follows: fiddle yard, Merrimac, Baraboo, Merrilan, Eau Claire, fiddle yard.
This is the basic route (or its re~
verse) traversed by the "Northwoods
400" and mainline freights. The interchange at Merrimac/Baraboo is with
the Milwauke Road and/or Soo Line.
At Eau Claire, the Duluth branch comes
off. The ''400" either has an across
the platform transfer or physically
transfers coaches to the ".Lake Superior 400" (most or all of which is
made up in the Eau Claire coach yards).
Locomotives on all trains are changed
here as it is a division point. Cars
for Duluth are cut out of freight and
lesser passenp:er trains to be sent on
their merry way north via Bloomer and
Spooner. Once a day, a local leaves
Eau Claire to work Bloomer and Yashore and returns.

-4-

At tv.errimac, there are summer
cottages. ~ext, before Baraboo, is
(
a quarry from whence the G"~w mines
its famous "pink lady" granite for
(
ballast {i.e. Baraboo quartzite for
the geolo£ists among USJ· At baraboo
itself there are several industries,
an interchange and a platform on one
of the sidings for loading/unldading
circus cars. At lv,err ilan {as well as
Bloomer, Spooner and YashoreJ there
is a random mix of industries, but
mainly concentrating on typical midwestern industrial concerns such as
grain elevators, feed mills, farmers'
co-ops and the like. ~au Claine is
mostly made up of yard, but there is
room for several medium-sized industries.
Still the main theme of this layout is scenery. lt is supposed to
give the impression {especially in
the area ·marked "Moraines" J of rolling,
predominatly grass covered hills. The
area around the lakes· and rivers
should consist of rolling tree-covered
hills. The Moraine section was deliberately designed to be very wide,
the track being clpse to the table
edge, SO as to convey a feeling Of
emptiness to the W.ewer.
As for the most .suitable motive
power for this type of layout, a
steam era pike would use two ~acifics
for the "400' s, " a couple of 1v1ikados
and three or four R-1 ten-wheelers
(4-6-0's) for the freights. For the
"Lake Superior 400," an Atlantic
might be in order. When replacement
time rolls around, the first to go
would be the ~acifics for E units
(two E's for each !JacificJ. 1~.eanwhile,
the Atlantic would·be replaced with
an R-1. Next to go would be the
Iv.ikado s, replaced by F uni ts ( 2 to J
F's for each lv.ikado J and finally,
the rt-l's would be replaced by hSJ's
and liP7' s. By this time, the F unit\.. «
might also be replaced with baby
.....,.
Trainmasters (H16-66'sJ.
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plug to use it withyour module. Look atthedirections with
the throttle and see whether your controller uses AC or DC
input. Then wire it according to one of these two drawings:

ELECTRICAL SYSTEM: Part Two - Power Distribution and Control
The modular electrical system supplies both 16-18 Volt AC
and 12 - 16 Volt DC power to all modules. Please refer to
"The Moduictr Concept: 5 - Modular Power Distribution" for
the discussion of the basic ideas. The TEEN TRAK wiring
uses the same type connectors for the module interfaces and
throttle connF-ctions; however, these are connected to the
track and ar·oss the interfaces directly, eliminating the
patch cords. Again, TEEN TRAK leads the way and the original
system is being upgraded!
LOW VOLTAGE POWER LINES: There are four wires across each
module to supply power throughout the system for throttles,
turnout mnchine~, accessories, etc. The power comes from
a master power ~upply through 4-conductor connectors at the
interface, then run across the module to a 4-tenninal barrier st. ip and continued to the 4-conductor connectors at
other ir-terfaces on the module. The connectors used are
Cinch-Jories 300 series connectors or compatible equivalents
which can be found at Radio - Shack and other electronics
shops. The tota 1 number of connectors you will need will
vary with the number of interfaces on your module. Use the
chart at the end of this article to identify the various
connectors and to calculatewhatyou'll needfor your module.
THROTTLE
PANEL
6-PIN
TO TRACK or TRACK
SOCKET L:.:11:tt::P==~S.=,:ELECTOR SWITCH
4-PIN
SOCKET

4-PIN
SOCKET
16 - 18 VOLT

A.C.

12-16 VOLT

D.C.

4 - TERMINAL
BARRIER STRIP

4-PI~

PLUC

4-PIN
PLUG

Be very careful to attach the wires to the proper tenninals
on the connectors and the barrier strip. All connectors have
the terminal numbers molded into the plastic on the back
next to each tenninal. Solder wires carefully so the termi na 1s don' t short together. And remember to s 1 i de the connector top case onto the wires BEFORE soldering and connecting to the tenninal strip! Leave at least 18" / 50Qin
tails on the wires at the interface for reaching to the next
module. Use wire tiedowns to mount the wires to the underside of the modu 1e. It's best to mount each set of wires
separately to avoid confusion. You can use additional termi na 1 !. trips near the interfaces to he 1p keep everything
neat. It really helps if a problem comes up later.
THROTTLE PANEL: Each module must have at least one throttle
panel. Wires from the tenninal strip are connected to the
6-cond!Ac tor socket. This socket provides both AC and DC inout for throttles. The power out to the track goes from
pins 1and2 of the 6-conductor socket directly to the track,
or to a selector switch. We'll get to that in a moment.
The throttle panel wiring is shown in the drawing for power
distriliution given above. Note very carefully the interconnectio11s and the connector pin numbers at each point. The
nice tt·i•1g about tenniral strips is that, if you do mix
something up, it'seasy to unscrew the wire and relocate it
to the right place!
THROTTLE WIRING: You'll want to purchase or build a hand
controller for use with your module. There are a lot of different kinds around with a wide variety of features. But
no matter what you pick, you'll need to wire it to a 6-pin

...

For ALTERNATING CURRENT (AC)
input, wire pins 1 and 2 for
output to track. Wire pins 5
and 6 for AC input. Pins 3
and 4 are not used.

For DIRECT CURRENT (DC) input, wire pins 1 and 2 for
output to track. Wire pins 3
and 4 for DC input. Pins 5
and 6 are not used.

One hint: Ifthe controller can use either AC or DC, you'll
usually get better control if you w1re it for AC input.
THROTTLE TO TRACK WIRING: Getting power to the track from
your controller is simple enough. But, because of the track
gaps in each through track, we have to decide which part
of the track gets direct control. To give you the best operational possibilities, wire the throttle output to the
section with the most operation on it. That might be hard
-to decide at times - and sometimes it's going to be a completely arbitrary choice. But all track plans will break
down into one of the 4 arrangements shown in the last TEEN
TRAK article. Go back to those drawings and note that there
are two types of indications for track feeders shown: a dot
(o) and a cross (X). The throttle outputs should be connected to the
feeder spots.

!

SINGLE TRACK AND SINGLE-TO-DOUBLE TRACX MODULES: On these
modules, run wires from the throttle output terminals, !}ins
1 and 2 of the 6 - pin socket, directly to the rails ·at· the
"X" feeder connect· on locations. Now you will have control
of a locomotive in that track section up to the rail gap.
To control the entire track, throw the track gap switch to
connect the two track sections together.
DOUBLE TRACK MODULES: For these modules ONLY, you'll need
to be able to select which of the two tracks you want to
control. So you need a switch between the throttle and the
track. Use a DPDT switch - a 1a rge s 1 i de switch or a togg 1e
rated at at least 5 Amperes at 16 Volts DC. Mount this
switch in the throttle panel next to the 6-pin socket. Wire
the switch so that the button or handle points toward the
same side of the module as the track to be controlled. Connect the switch to the throttle socket and the tracks like
this:
"X" FEEDER
LOCATIONS or
ONE TRACK

-----TO

TO "X" FEEDER
LOCATIONS OF
...__ _ _ _ OTHER TRP ..
TO 4-TERMINAL
BARRIER STRIP

TRACK
SELECTOR
SWITCH

\...,;

This completes all the module wiring. Here is a complete
drawing of the entire electrical system for a 2-track module. It shows all the track, power distribution and control
~ring. Use this drawing to check your wiring and to help
::· ~ put together a 11 the sma 11 er detailed drawings into a
· .. iified idea.

Toonervi 11 e
LY ''f\'1otor man" Harry

A.re you a modeler who needs more
in building and opera tint trains than
seeing your trains chase their caoeese
around the layout'.:' lf so, you're in
for a nice surpr ize. Did you ever
consider modeling a trolley line:
The best thing about such a line is
that it packs more model railroadint',
into your limited space. 'I' hose winding
sharp curves, steep grades, singing
wires and bouncing cars are a literal
godsend to modeler·s faced with space
problems.
So if your space is small and funds
are limited, you can begin with a
single lap line around a group of
city blocks. For reliable operation
initially, wire the system in the
normal two-wire fashion using the
wire only for show. As your time and
money permit, you can add. a spur to
a recreational park (or baseball field)
or maybe the cemetary .
After you've expanded and gotten to
the point where the tr action "bug" has
bitten hard, you can try powering
your trains directly from the overhead wire. ln future installments of
this column,· l will discuss such
things as operation, trackwork and
wiring as they pertain to trolley
modeling .
Until then, drop by your local
hobby shop and take a gander at the
traction models that he has for sale.
Think hard on the benefits that
traction modeling has to offer. So
remember, next time you are considering some modeling, think traction and
trolleys!
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It's in the electrical system that most modelers seem to
have trouble. The secret is to take your time. Be sure you
understand what you're doing and why. Be sure your wiring
and soldering is neat and clean. Mount all components and
connectors securely to protect them from damage. There's
nothing in the system that is difficult or complicated.
Just take things step-by-step and you'll have no problems.
It's important to TEEN TRAK that you do understand everything. If something isn't absolutely clear, please let us
~-No matter how dumb you maythinkyour question is, it
t half as stupid as you'll feel if your module doesn't
~~· K when you bring it to a meet!
So please let us know
NOW by writing the HOTBOX or me directly.
Paul Ingraham 3304 Maybelle Way, No. 1 Oakland, CA 94619

lV1embership rteport 1
Total TAMR foembership ( 10-1-82) 1 140
Breakdown as follows•
No.
Region
i
J.6
Canadian
5
Central
50
35.7
2.1
lnternational
J
Northeastern
27.2
J8
Southern
24
17.1
20
14.J
Western
ny Dee Li i lb er t
TAI~!K
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ON THE
POINT:

To kick off our new trac don column, we present another
drawinr by "l\,otorman'' Harry Loew. 'fhis time he takes pen
into hand to show you his interpretation of roronto's
new streetcars, the ClliV 's (Canadian Light nail Vehicle;.
!1.ost of the new cars are beillf manufactured for the ·roronto
Transit Lines (TTL) by the firm of rtawker ~iddeley Canada,
Ltd. Eventually they will replace the ~CC cars currently
on the system.

~

MAAKEAS:
ARRIVING NEXT ISSUE: Jim l\obrinetz officially kicks off the Layout
Planninp- Service (LPS) with a trackplan he designed for one of our members. Jeff ~ollum shows you how to create forests with lichen and how
you can save money if you do the processing yourself. All this, plus our
usual array of columns will be forthcoming in the hovember issue of "the
Un-Map-azine of Niodel Railroadil1€. "

ADDRESS LABEL: Vlease check it now to make sure that we have it correct.
If not, dash a letter off the Dee Gilbert right away with any corrections.
Also notice the number at the top right of your label, that is the issue
number of your last HOTBOX on your current subscription. A renewal notice
will be included inside that HOTBOX to facilitiate your renewal. ~e urge
all members to renew as soon as possible so as not to avoid missing any
issues. So renew right away, it costs us more to send you additional
renewal remainders--money that could be better spent on other benefits.
TAMR HOTBOX, "the Un-Magazine of llodel Railroading"
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Box 132

Harrison, AR
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